Moon Matrix

If we can wake up from mental imprisonment of false identity we will be free.

Is the world real? Or do we live in a constructed reality? A reality which can be modified and manipulated and controlled? Do we live in a concrete world or an artificial matrix imprisoning our consciousness?

What if the world in which we live is not real, what if the world in which we live is an illusionary reality created from our own minds, what if the world in which we live is a matrix of control.

We decode our reality by decoding the information that is coming to us through the senses. We think that which we see is concretely there, we think that which we hear is a part of a concrete reality, we think that which we touch is real and all that we imagine, only fantasy in the mind. What if the reality which we think is out there and we are reading with our senses, is an illusion, what if our reality is going on inside our minds and the senses are only ways of decoding this illusion into a physical concrete reality. What if we are dreaming our reality into being through our senses? What if we are creating our outside reality through the beliefs and programming we have within our subconscious minds. What if those beliefs can be manipulated and mind controlled, then could the world in which we live be controlled and limited by another level of consciousness?

The human mind is a fragmented mind, compartmentalised into segments which have great difficulty in exchanging information from one compartment to another. The subconscious mind uses a symbolic language as its communication, it uses colours and symbols. What if it is possible to program our subconscious minds? Is it possible for our subconscious minds to be programmed by an outside force, to create a reality which is false, artificial and ultimately controllable?

Many of the world’s governments have had mind control programs running whereby they can create a mind controlled slave by compartmentalising the mind into segmented split personality, and then program those various splits or alters. They can control the various programmed alters through trigger words, colours and symbols. They innate this initial split through trauma. The mind cannot survive such horrific traumas and therefore splits off the abusive experience, so that the rest of the mind can function unhindered by the stress of the trauma. The shadow governments used this function of survival of the mind to intentionally split the personality and then program the various splits to use for their slave control programs. This is the Manchurian candidate.

“One who has been brainwashed into preforming actions (such as assassination) upon recieving a special code word or phrase. The candidate acts and behaves normally before recieving the trigger, with no knowledge of what he will do, or what he has done while under the influence of mind control.” http://www.urbandictionary.com

What if our minds have been split through trauma which has resonated through the ages directly through our dna and ancestral genetics? Trauma and memory create patterns in the dna in crystalline forms. These can be passed down through the family line, genetically imprinting a pattern of behaviour. It is possible that trauma and its affects can be passed down through the generations via these crystalline memories in the dna.

Before the fall mankind was not split minded, he had a complete and unified mind, one which was intelligent and ultimately connected to the world in which we live. Maybe it was the fall that created a trauma so traumatic within the collective mind of man it split our minds into two. Was this the rise of the human ego, a mind full of fear, hatred and a disconnection from the divine? With this split mind were we easily mind controlled, have we been programmed by an outside force. This split has caused us to create a reality which is not divinely guided, as we are not in control of our subconscious minds, a mind which has been programmed to then create a reality in which we are imprisoned within a controlled, illusionary programmed matrix.
We live in an illusionary world created from the concepts and beliefs that are programmed into our subconscious minds, a mind whose language is symbology. There are symbols everywhere, our religions use symbols to brainwash and mind control, as do schools which are based on indoctrination. Are we in control of our own minds and the creating of our reality?
Fractal Sea of consciousness

We live and operate within a sea of consciousness, a field of overlapping and entwining energies which join to become a fractal sea of geometric patterns. This sea is made up of many sacred shapes one of which is the dodecahedral. The dodecahedral enables lines of force within the field to collapse and nest perfectly one into each other, thus forming the field in a fractal construct. The double helix structure of DNA and the earth’s energy grid, are made up of the dodecahedral shape and thus is the basic patterning of creation. Any complex structure in time or space such as the periodic table of the elements, the laws of musical harmony, and biological molecules are all based on the interaction of simple patterns within the field.

This sea of consciousness is not outside of us and our thinking, we are merged with it, and we are part of it. If you could look at your body on this level you too would see that you were made up of these energy waves that form in sacred patterning. We decode reality with our five senses, without the senses which decode or rather translate these patterns within the field, we would not be able to see an individual tree, but would see a fractal pattern shifting and changing within a extended field of energy waves.

We have become locked or focused on only one band width of frequency and thus have been locked into the holographic illusion which is our world. We have become mesmerised by the illusion of this reality and have forgotten that we are all part of a sea of consciousness which is then translated into the world we think of as reality. Reality is not how we think it is, we see the images that the various patterns or codes within the fractal sea create and think this is reality. If we could see beyond the outer illusion we could see the sacred geometric patterns which make up our world.

We think that this sea of consciousness or our outside reality is going on outside of ourselves, this is incorrect we are simply antennas living within this sea of consciousness, picking up various patterns which we then translate into concrete three dimensional realities. If we could look at ourselves on this level instead of seeing a body made of bones and blood we would see ourselves as a body of geometric shapes and patterns all working in balance and harmony within our consciousness to create what for all intense and purposes is an illusionary body. Just as our bodies are made up on these energy field patterns so is our world and the entire construct we call reality. We have fractal receptors within the pineal gland or third eye which reads this field of consciousness, translates the geometric patterns into concrete reality. The pineal gland is the physical gland which is responsible for the functioning of our third eye which has the ability to look into the many layers of this sea of consciousness and translates the coded geometric patterns into a constructed reality. This sea of consciousness is a sea of energy waves, which affects the receptors of our conscious functioning and creates within our minds the perception of the world in which we live.

We think that our thoughts are our own and they are all going on inside our heads, this is being proven to be false. In David Wilcock's new book "The Source field investigations" he writes about how scientists are now discovering that our thoughts do not originate in our brains, and the brain is only a receiver of thoughts which source from a field of consciousness.

We live in a sea of consciousness and all thoughts are sourced in this field and we are simply tuning into these various thoughts and are using our bodies as antennas to pick up on the different thought frequencies operating in the field of consciousness. This function, this ability to tune into any level of thought within the field of consciousness has been seriously hacked and through this hacking, we as a species upon the earth have been imprisoned in a consciousness prison. Just because we cannot see the bars of our prison does not mean they are not there.

We are programmed beings much more than we realise, we live in a world ruled by subliminal programming. Subliminal programming can go on under an individual’s threshold of conscious perception. Subliminal programming can activate specific regions in the brain. Visual and audio stimuli can have a direct affect with the person being totally unaware of anything going on.

What if this programming is coming from electromagnetic frequencies coming from the Moon? It is not a new concept that we live in a matrix of consciousness here upon the earth and that this matrix is being manipulated and controlled by forces and races which are opposed to our ascension or transformation of consciousness.

Barbara Marciniak – Earth Pleiadian keys to the living library.
“The Moon is a very powerful electromagnetic computer. The energy from the Moon has been beaming electromagnetic frequencies on to earth for eons now to maintain the two stranded DNA. The Moon is a satellite which was constructed; it was anchored outside of earth’s atmosphere as a mediating and monitoring device, a super computer or eye in the sky. Earth must be owned by those who dwell there, however it is not. You have outside gods, creator energies who prevent you as a species from having free rein with your Kundalini. The influence of the moon as a main satellite computer affects all of the earth, the moon’s programmes have for eons been a great limitation upon human beings. They are repetitive cycles that the Moon creates to which you respond. “

Zulu Shaman Credo Mutwa said that Zulu lore about the Moon which has been passed down from generation to generation for thousands of years describes it like this: They believed the Moon to be hollow and the home of the Python or “Chitauri” or as David Icke calls them the “Reptilians”, a race of intelligent extraterrestrials. The legend goes that the Moon was brought here hundreds of generations ago by two brothers, Wowane and Mpanku, who were the leaders of these Reptilian extraterrestrials. They were known as the water brothers and had scaly skin like a fish. This story is similar to the Mesopotamia and Sumerian accounts about the two leader brothers Enlil and Enki.

Credo said the Zulu legends tell of how Wowane and Mpanku stole the Moon in the form of an egg from the “Great Fire Dragon” and emptied out the yolk until it was hollow. They then “rolled” the Moon across the sky to the Earth and caused cataclysmic events on this planet (the end of the “Golden Age”). Credo said that the Earth was very different before the Moon arrived. There were no seasons and the planet was permanently surrounded by a canopy of water vapour. People did not feel the fierce glare of the Sun that we do now and they could only view it through a watery mist. The Earth was a beautiful place, a gentle place, lush and green with a gentle drizzle and mist, and the Sun’s fury was not there. The water canopy fell to the Earth as a deluge of rain when the Moon was put into place in the Earth’s orbit. This is symbolized in the Bible when it rains for 40 days and 40 nights. Zulu legend says that these reptilian beings manipulate the Earth from the Moon. That they basically use the Earth to parasite off and not just physical things like gold and water, but lower vibrational emotional energy.
Soul Catcher Technology and the Pleiadian Task Force

There is a device upon the Moon which is called Soul Catcher Technology which is capturing the soul upon death (and also when it travels astrally during dream states) and is causing it to reincarnate over and over. The soul is being implanted with other people’s lives which have been recorded and put upon multilayered light constructs or coded patterns into the light body of the soul who is reincarnating upon the earth. By capturing the soul as it leaves the body upon death, the beings behind this technology are actively trapping highly evolved souls who have purposely come here to aid Gaia and her human family in its ascension. When a soul first comes to the earth he has to translate the sea of patterns which make up our earth reality. This body through which they translate is the 4D body which can be directly affected by those beings who are wishing to control us from the 4th dimension.

NB* before anchoring my soul into my physical body I believed I had never been to earth before, this was the wisdom of my communication with my soul. After anchoring to my body all of a sudden I began to remember past life memories. One after another surfaced, to be viewed. I was puzzled until my soul explained to me that I had inserted several past life patterns which I had borrowed from the archaic records (just like the borrowing of dvds from the rental shop) into my soul matrix. Each of these lives was very special, archetypal stories to give me much needed information about life on earth, in various ages and epochs. Was this the soul catcher technology on the Moon which enabled me to do this? It did not feel like I was manipulated in any way or inserted against my will, it all occurred with the permission of my soul, was I infiltrating this prison reality and therefore needed to go through the same process as all humans caught in the soul catcher technology?

There is an antenna upon the surface of the Moon which radiates out this scalar waves on to the earth these waves are picked up and magnetised on to the earth by the Haarp insulations, mobile phones masts and in fact any mast can be used as antenna to draw down these scalar waves to direct these energy waves directly into Gaia’s grid. The monuments such as the one at Washington DC, is designed to attract certain energy implanted programs from the soul catcher technology on the Moon.

When we first came to earth we were sent here on a mission to free our brothers and sisters who were trapped here upon the earth. We were told that if we entered the earth space we would come under the influence not only of the density of the earth and all that entailed but also we would come under the control of a artificial matrix which was not only altering and manipulating those incarnate upon the earth, it was also controlling human souls upon the death of the body. When we arrived on mass as a photonic mass of souls into this solar system we passed through the portal which is in the sun of your solar system, after which we were caught by the soul catcher technology which is present on the Moon affecting the earth. We knew this would happen and allowed this as we saw it as a way of infiltrating the prison system of earth. We were implanted with lives lived upon the earth as this is the automated programme running of this soul catcher device. We woke up upon the earth thinking we have had many lives here previously, this is of course incorrect we have not been to earth before or lived earth lives before however with the artificial insertion of recorded lives within our light body, this allowed us to believe we are just human and if we believe in past lives we only have had them upon the earth and nowhere else in the multidimensional universe. It wiped or rather distorted and scrambled our memory and caused us to fall in consciousness within the illusion which is upon the earth, it is only now we are awakening.

Many of us came from the Pleiades and therefore many of us were thought to be Pleiadian souls, the truth is we source from a much higher dimension than all those who currently inhabit the Pleiadian system and only used the Pleiades as a recalibration place to down step our frequencies. We had many lives upon the many Pleiadian worlds before venturing further into time and space.
finally incarnating within this particular solar system. By down stepping our energies through the seven octaves of frequency which the Pleiades emanate, we were then able to enter and to fully access the sector of dimensional space which housed the earth’s solar system. Many of us, on awakening thought we must be from the Pleiades when in fact this was only one of many way stations which we visited on our way to earth. We used the various energy steps which the stars provide to down step our energies from much higher dimensions. So for those of you who think you are only Pleiadian and have come from the Pleiades then think again and look further back into your soul memory and retrieve the missing data which will allow you to see that you come from other places in the universe and source from much higher dimensions, even sourcing from the Universal Dreamer itself.

The Moon is sending out from technology which is housed deep within the planetoid itself, sine waves or scalar waves which are directly affecting our consciousness. These waves are designed as interference which prevents us from tapping into all frequencies within the field and thus gives us a much distorted idea of our reality. The illuminati have built geometric buildings and monuments all over the planet to bring down limiting, imprisoning programs to insert them directly into Gaia’s grid, (we are all connected to this field of consciousness, as we are an inherent part of the matrix which is the biosphere) and thus our reality and the way we perceive our reality is affected. These programs come in the form of geometric patterning and thus has a direct effect on our subconscious minds and talks to us subliminally affecting our basic reality programming, without our conscious mind having any idea it is occurring. The many monuments and buildings all over the planet are built in such a way to harness these prison codes of consciousness coming from the Moon, creating an artificial matrix which imprisons us in a world of the senses. This focus of the one band width of frequency denies us access to other dimensional beings or even soul selves who wish to communicate and instruct from dimensions from higher levels. It also denies us access to other races that are operating in light frequencies which would uplift and help us evolve as a species. It locks us in one band width of energy which enables only those beings from the lower levels of the fourth dimension to have access to us directly. We are indeed living in a prison planet.

The sun is sending us new codes, new patterns that are designed to bring us back to full integrity and sovereignty of being. These codes which are being transmitted to us via the sun are affecting the base reality which is present on the earth and is affecting everyone including those who exist on the Moon. These star codes of evolution are designed to demolish slave programs which are within the dna of the human being. Not only is there an energy limitation programme being beamed to us from the Moon which is having a direct affect on our reality, there are codes within our dna which respond to these imprisoning codes, the Moon and the codes in the dna work hand in hand.

The Moon is not a natural planetoid as many have guessed; it was placed there by the Draco, a negatively orientated race of Reptilian consciousness. The Moon was originally a mother ship to the Pleiadian collective a group of higher evolved star beings who originally came from the system of the Pleiades. These higher evolved star beings resided not upon a planet but within the many stars which make up this system. They were responsible for seeding much of genetic life within our galaxy, including the original inhabitants of earth. The Moon was a hyper dimensional ship whose sole purpose was to travel the galaxy through the various dimensions looking for newly forming planets which could house life. Once a planet was discovered it was monitored by those Pleiadians who were experts in this regard. The planets were seeded with life form blueprints which then developed into varying life forms depending on the kind of planet being seeded. Held within the ship were laboratories and genetic storage facilities containing genetic information needed for the seeding.

The Pleiadian collective was made up of many different dimensional levels of consciousness all sourcing from the Pleiadian system. They were all highly evolved and specialists in their fields. One such group were a group of female star goddesses who worked together as one consciousness to aid the seeding. Their task was to create dreaming realms within the planet’s energy field so that the
beings who would eventually reside upon the planet had inner worlds in which to play during sleep and altered states. Within these dream states it was possible for the higher selves of those who had been seeded to communicate with them. Even the most rudimentary of life forms have a connection to a higher self who resides on the, none physical realms guiding and supporting the planetary manifest consciousness. During sleep the life form would dream and within these dreams he would make contact with the higher self, gain wisdom, support and guidance.

The Pleiadian star goddesses created these dream worlds and facilitated the communication of life form and the higher self. The reason these Pleiadian goddesses were able to do this is because they were creators in their own rights, they had the ability to create worlds on the denser levels in which many of these lower dimensional beings could reside. Not all worlds are as dense as earth many would be considered to be dream worlds to us on earth from our level of consciousness. So it is my understanding that these Pleiadian star goddesses had the ability to create from the visions from their third eye, inner worlds in which the inhabitants of the various planets could then travel to during dreaming states.

The Goddesses all joined together as one collective by harmonising their creative mind energies into one focus and one idea, they then sent this idea as a dream world or reality construct upon the planet. When the Draco raided this wonderful mother seeding ship not only did they steal this vessel but they also kidnapped the Pleiadian priestesses. Using technology they had traded with a higher technically advanced race of humanoids from the Sirian system they then enslaved the Priestesses and uses their ability to create dream worlds to create an artificial matrix around the planet earth, thus trapping the humans which resided upon the earth in a false and tightly controlled reality. When the humans dreamt or entered altered states no longer were they free to travel anywhere they so wished in the universe on inner levels and have communication with higher dimensional beings and their own higher selves. Thus this severing of connection caused a feeling of abandonment within the human population which still is evident in many of the world religions today.

The Draco using a combination of Sirian technology and the ability to create that the Priestesses possessed, they then set up this matrix with its many levels in which humanity could be completely controlled. The Priestesses were mind controlled using electromagnetic frequencies which did not demise their ability to create dream worlds but disabled their ability to have any control over what was created. A crescent moon symbol was placed as an implant into the third eye of each of the Priestesses to symbolise them being under Draco control. Some of those Priestesses have human aspects here on earth incarnate and those of us who are awakening and wishing to move out of this matrix are finding this crescent moon symbol imprinted on our auric field in the place of the third eye.

Here on earth there are many who are mind controlled by government agencies for various purposes. The process by which they create these mind controlled slaves is through torture and subliminal programming, each of the programs are given trigger codes, which can be words, colours or symbols. The handler of these mind control slaves know the programmed triggers and can activate the slave by using these triggers to activate the various programs or alters they have created. The crescent moon symbol is one of these triggers. There is more about this in my article “Braiding the self "on my website www.alloya.com/articles

I decided to remote view the Moon and see what I discovered. I did not spend much time on the surface of the Moon as I was being called to move deep within the hollowed out interior. There were many levels, under about 3 miles of rock I hit upon a metal barrier which I passed through to discover miles of tunnels leading to many areas of an underground base. The base itself had many levels, with many races of beings operating within it. Deep in the, what seemed like the centre was a huge room. In the centre of the room was a huge crystalline device, it was over 50 feet tall. It looked like a complex crystalline structure which was connected to many hundreds of what looked like crystalline containers. I felt sick when I saw these containers as it reminded me of a strange meditation I had had some several years before.
I had been flying as soul through the cosmos, I was aware I was not a planetary being with form and solidity but a star consciousness in light body. I passed through a portal into a black pyramid. This journey seemed familiar as if I had done it several times before. As I moved into the pyramid I was shocked to discover I was not alone. In the pyramid were Reptilian beings, four of them. They were huge wearing dark cloaks; they held some sort of devices in their hands. From the devices came four beams of electromagnetic energy which held me firm, I was trapped. Try as I might I could not get myself free. This reminded me of the device the Ghostbusters used in the film of the same title. The Reptilians used these beams to move me against my will into what looked like a crystalline coffin. Once inside with the lid shut I was encased. My consciousness began to change I moved into a hypnotic state, I fell under their spell. I knew that I was imprisoned there and I was being used. I saw how the Reptilians used my creative god source energy to create illusionary worlds upon the planet, realities which were purposefully limiting and negative. Through these artificially created realities humans would be ultimately controlled. I knew I had come via the Pleiadian system and that I was a star goddess and now I was trapped being used by the Reptilians for evil purposes.

Many years passed after having this experience, and I almost forgot about it until I had a kinesiology session with a lady who I recognised as Pleiadian. She worked on me and told me that I was trapped somewhere, she could see me in a crystal coffin. She did what she called bone knocking on me. Through muscle testing she found where in my body I needed to be worked on and then she knocked on my bones with her knuckles, it should have been painful. She worked directly on my head in the area of the third eye, (the place of the imprinted crescent moon). She was in tears as she did not want to hurt me and it was distressing for her to do this to me. I however could not feel anything I felt like I was so deep inside myself like I was miles away from my body deep inside a rock. I felt hypnotised like I could not regain consciousness and somehow I was controlled. As I found myself (during remote viewing) once more inside the Moon I was horrified to see I was not the only one who had been trapped, there were many hundreds of containers all with light beings within them all connected to this huge crystalline machine in the centre of the room. Were these Pleiadians too? Were these beings a Pleiadian system busting team sent here to infiltrate this prison reality to free mankind, had they too been trapped here and used as I had been? How was I to free them?
The Draco Mind and its control on Humanity

It is not my intention here to go too far into the Reptilian agenda as so many people have written about this before me, what I will do is give you links to good information sources so you can see for yourself. It would be a good idea if you did some research for yourself, the below links will give you some background on this subject, but research yourself as there are many more good researchers are out there that are not included here.

David Icke’s “The Reptilian Agenda

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ctIpUmJjkAs

David Icke & Credo Mutwa

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4apWOUNQ64

David Icke, The Reptilians & the Moon

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2BrDe-rrRA

Stewart Swerdlow – Mind control

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npXpL6-tsbo

James Bartley – Understanding the Reptilian Mind

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LI3K4-6K5is

The Reptilian mind control is one of low emotional frequencies. The Reptilians feed off our negative, hostile and aggressive emotions as if they are food. They trigger us to behave in compulsive, deviant, self-destructive and addictive pattern. If we are feeling fear, anger, sadness, sorrow, pain of any sort it creates certain patterns in the field of consciousness. These patterns are like fuel to the continuation of their existence in the 4th dimension. That is why wars, death and violence is orchestrated in the world and is constantly portrayed on our televisions. Every time you watch a violent film which triggers you to feel negative emotions, then you are giving off these low emotional frequencies and maybe you are feeding these 4th dimensional entities. Have you not wondered why the most successful films are ones full of violence, death and sexual perversion? They are perpetuating the low emotional frequencies by bombarding us with these images both in real life and in fiction. The world is becoming a dark place, when people prefer a film full of hate and fear than one of love.

This Reptilian agenda is working in as much as those who are still sleeping and in a hypnotic state are subject to subliminal programming via films, television, internet, magazines and even within the education system. If the Reptilians can make perversion normal then they are guaranteed of a constant food source. I have never wanted to watch violent films and the such like as I could not stand to fill my head will such evil images, which only stimulated me in negative ways, so why are others not recognising this themselves and continue to watch? They are being subliminally programmed to accept and eventually enjoy the feelings that such films conjure up in them. The thrill of seeing someone killed is triggering codes within the DNA, which have been intentionally put there by the genetic modifications designed and implemented by these Reptilian beings. We are hot wired to enjoy these violent practices by the very beings who messed with our genetics many thousands of years ago. The Draco realised that we were generators of powerful energy fields which if stimulated could produce a powerful food stuff for their survival, residing on the 4th dimension these beings are locked into negative vibrations and thus would need a food source which was compatible to their palettes.
So they modified our DNA to contain triggers to violence and sexual perversion and then triggered us by bombarding us with war, violence, sex and death whether for real or on the big screen. Either way they obtained their food via the stimulation of these triggers within the DNA. They are programming our children through television, film and computer games to accept these perversions as normal. And it seems to be working.

Most humans are still asleep; they are predominantly operating in a hypnagogic state. From the age of birth to the age of five years old all human children are in this hypnotic state and are easily programmed. That is why it is very important to monitor the entire child’s input at this age more than any other. Whilst in this state the child does not have the ability to analyse the data coming in, it does not have the ability at such an earlier age to decide whether it believes something or not, it just takes all the data in as true. This is why children will believe anything you tell them, at this age. Television, computer games, and certain education processes are designed to put the person in a hypno-suggestive state, just like the under five child. Whilst in this state the person is open to subliminal suggestion which is programming the subconscious mind directly via symbols and colours and triggers. The person has no idea they are being programmed as they do not recognise the programming going directly into the subconscious mind and also because they are not in a brain wave state whereby they are functioning with full cognitive abilities.

Have you ever watched someone who is watching television or playing a computer game they are more than preoccupied, they are hypnotised. This state does not wear off the moment the television or the computer is turned off, it can last for hours after. I have watched friend’s children playing computer games and they are like zombies, there is no life in their eyes, no personality. And those children who are constantly playing such games are becoming violent, antisocial, and dysfunctional. Many are becoming addicted to these games and find little pleasure in other activities. I have watched my friend’s children on the beach, forced to leave their computer games to play in the sun, they are moody, irritable, and most disturbing they do not know how to play, they are bored with real life and nature holds no fascination for them what so ever. They are completely plugged in to the Matrix!

Religion, education, television, media, these are all ways of holding us in a transfixed state of perpetual low emotional frequencies, all creating juicy fodder for these 4d entities. It is time to turn off the television, shake yourself out of this hypnotic state and take your mind back. Adults think that if they are not scared when they watch these negative films that they are immune to this programming, this is foolish indeed. The mind is both acclimatised to these negative images and therefore this perversion is becoming the norm. I have often challenged people as to why they watch such negative films and they have reacted in anger, and have told me that I am an idiot, as it is only a film and they are not consciously scared therefore immune. Can they not see that they are already brain washed, and mind controlled, why would have the desire to watch such films in the first place. When you are a small child and you watch your first horror film or negative image, you react as all normal humans should with fear, disgust and repulsion. If you are watching these films without these reactions, it is because you are already acclimatised and programmed to enjoy such perversion. The Reptilian agenda is to brain wash humans into enjoying this kind of entertainment as this creates the low frequency food they need.

Mind control is complicated, the other thing I have noticed is that when I challenge people on this subject, (gently and politely I might add), they react in anger. It is instant; it is not after constant questioning on my part, no the anger is instant. Where is this anger coming from, why are they reacting in this way and why do they not question their reaction? The reason is they are brainwashed already, mind controlled to react in this way. Subliminally they are programmed to defend the very thing that is programming them.

Not only do the Draco want us to stay in low frequencies because we create food for them they also want to prevent us from reaching higher levels. If we manage to contact beings from higher
levels we might learn how amazing we are and what powers we have and then their game will be up. We are special indeed, we have codes within our DNA which when activated will ascend not only this planet into light realms but will act as a trigger to the whole universe. The whole universe is transforming and we are an important part of this process. All beings are going to be called into the love and light of the Universal Dreamer to successfully complete this universal experiment. All those beings that are in some way lost have lost their way will either have to change drastically or they will cease to be. They will not just die but they will cease to be, their whole race will be no more. The Draco are one of many of these races who are wanting to prevent us from awakening, as when we do, we trigger the universe and because they do not have the ability to move into the light, they will be wiped out of existence. So you can see it is very important not only to keep us locked in negativity so we produce food for their survival but it is important to them that we do not wake up and trigger the universal transformation.

The Draco are now implanting children through vaccines with nanotechnology to prevent the nature ability of children to lucid dream, astral and time travel and pass through star gates, trapping their souls permanently on earth, causing them to reincarnate over and over. This reincarnation process causes traumatic experiences to be encoded into the DNA, causing humans on earth to reinvent past historical events designed to cause emotional distress. The replaying of wars and death scenarios causes the collective consciousness of mankind to be in a constant emotional hell, these fearful emotions cause hormonal excretions in the blood, which the Draco can harness as an electromagnetic food source. The Reptilian agenda is to seek out the human refugees for destruction or assimilation, and to use their blood and hormones for sustenance.

The two stranded DNA locks us into survival mode and prevents us from climbing the ladder of frequency to the higher dimensions during lucid dreaming and death. Because of genetic modification by the Draco and the constant bombardment of electromagnetic frequencies from the Moon, we are held in a lower expression of human potential. We fight amongst each other, repeating wars and hostile aggression towards each other, all the time creating within our blood highly charged hormonal potents which the Draco can harness through the sea of consciousness. They live off the emanations from our blood, seeking to keep us in a constant state of fear and lower vibratory emotional states. They through their blue blood-lines manipulate those on earth to battle one against the other both in country and in person, creating more and more juicier excretions within the blood. These excretions create charge, which creates geometric patterning which holds the Draco in form within their 4th dimensional world. Without our excretions and blood patterning they fear they will not survive the coming solar shift. It is said that the Draco eat humans especially children, if this is true it would make sense that they want to eat those who have potent excretions in the blood and therefore the fear tactics are being amped up on this planet, keeping us all in fear, tenderising us for a Draco banquet.

The Moon has a direct effect on our hormonal selves, any woman can tell you that on a full moon they are more emotional, sometimes more powerful, more psychic. Not only does the Moon regulate the tides of our oceans it also regulates or stimulates our emotional tides. Premenstrual tension is a direct affect of the Moon on our emotional and hormonal selves. African tribes who have ancestral memory from before the arrival of the Moon tell us that the menstrual cycle began within woman when they Moon came into orbit. They also tell us that mankind went mad. The electromagnetic frequencies being bombarded to earth affected our brains and our minds became more split and we began to experience lunar or lunatic tendencies. The materialistic left brain became more dominant, man being more aligned with this level of brain function began to have dominance over the more right brained female. Patriarch societies began to spring up all over the planet, degrading the female and disempowering the Goddess energy of the planet herself. The Draco diminishes the feminine principle, the female and the Goddess is nothing but an object to the Reptilians. Is it any wonder our world is in such a state?
Freeing ourselves from subliminal programming.

So what are these subliminal signals coming from the Moon saying to our subconscious minds, what are we being programmed with?

False identity is the main program. There are several which come from this base program but at its core this is what they want us to believe. They want us to believe we are separate to God, that we are less than the Gods which created us (the Reptilians were not our original makers but they would like us to believe so). This false identity is at the core of all negativity. We believe we are separate to each other and the planet and all other beings both on this planet (the plants and animals) and also other beings in the rest of the universe. This false identity is the cause of all pain and suffering on this planet and in other places in the universe. Through this sense of separation we can fight, cheat, kill and abuse each other, as if we are not connected as if we are not the same one thing, which is the Universal Dreamer in its many expressions.

There is no need to break this down into parts, this is the very core, and this is the main program which has been programmed into our egos. Remember the ego is a false alter which was created through trauma. (I think the trauma was during the fall of Atlantis, but the verdict is still out on this one, anyone with information about this I would be very happy to hear from you). The ego was created through trauma and then programmed to believe it was not part of the Universal Dreamer, all other negative programs are extensions of this.

So where did the Reptilians get the idea that they could program us with this kind of program? Well it is obvious this is what they believe themselves. There are two kinds of orientation in the universe. There are beings that are in service to others and there are those who are in service to self. Both are allowed by the Universal Dreamer there is no judgment. However the service to self is a dark and hard path and eventually has to be abandoned, if the being wishes to move back into the oneness of the Universal Dreamer. When I talk about the universal completion this is what I mean, the entire universe in its transformation is being asked to move back into the oneness. All patterns are to perfectly nest into one point, this is completion. Those who have chosen the service to self path are being asked to abandon this and move back into oneness and go with the rest of the universe. This path of service to others naturally takes the being back to source, the service to others path takes the being naturally further away into the darkness.

Now before we go on, in no way is there any judgement towards the beings that chose service to self path, this was meant to be and allowed in a freewill universe. The Universal Dreamer itself has great love for all those souls that chose the dark path, it is only in resistance that evolution and cosmic movement can occur. The dark souls that chose this path are pulling on a piece of elastic, when the time comes for them to let go they will instantly catapult themselves back to source. They are brave indeed and should be honoured.

The Reptilians and other beings like them are the resistance, they are the force which pulls upon this piece of elastic, so we should honour them for the part they have played in the universe. It is important to take yourself out of the game from time to time and see the joke that is being played, baddies, goodies; they are all the same being playing out its wonderful drama. You are not one being you are made up of many and maybe, just maybe one of those Reptilians is you on another level. You created these beings to act as the resistance to insure you soul’s evolution.

So back to the Reptilians .The Reptilians have chosen the path of service to self and through this they have chosen to walk the path of inorganic light. All beings that chose the dark path eventually move so far away from the light of the source they need an artificial light to light their way. They do not have the ability inside themselves to create light themselves and therefore without
technology they would be unable to make their way in the darkness. They chose to use inorganic light technologies to light their way and this has locked them into one dimension.

When a being wishes to ascend from one dimension to another it has to go through inner processes which are organic and natural. Only through healing, hard work and inner talents can that being ascend. There are no short cuts if you wish to do this naturally. The Reptilians wished to ascend but they did not want to do it the hard way they wanted a short cut. So they used inorganic light technologies to ascend themselves artificially. Many of the races which did this used monoatomic gold to ascend their light body to the fourth dimension. So they ascended.

However when it came time for them to move further up the ladder to the fifth and onwards to source they found they could not. They did not have the natural capacity to ascend, they were stuck. Their light technologies would not help them as those that they used were not based in the love frequency and therefore were of no use in the fifth dimension and above. They were stuck. The monoatomic gold had inflated their light bodies so they could ascend but it was only any use if you only wanted to ascend to the fourth dimension and no higher. They became trapped on the fourth dimension.

Many of them tried to ascend but it was futile. They began to starve. They could not take sustenance from the fifth dimension as they could not resonate on that level; they could not take sustenance from the third dimension as they could not maintain their form on this level, having already artificially ascended from this level. So they had no choice but to feed off the fourth dimension. The food available on this level was one of emotional charge which the humans emitted from their emotional bodies. They began to feed off this emotional charge and of course allergic to the love frequency they only wanted food which was of a negative vibration. So they began to manipulate those on earth to produce negative emotions on which they could feed. They were unsuccessful as the humans on earth were in the love frequency which emanated from Gaia herself. The Reptilians were absolutely horrified. They were stuck, they did not have the ability to rise up to the fifth and feed off love, they could not maintain their form on the third and eat live food which the planet provided, they were stuck starving to death.

The Reptilians realised in order to survive they would have to somehow make the humans on earth fall and thus they then could program them to produce negative emotional charges. They caused the fall through of the consciousness of mankind and thus through trauma mankind’s mind was split. This splitting produced the ego and they then programmed the ego to produce negative emotions and thus they could feed. This was fine for the Reptilians until the time came when they could feel the message of ascension and transformation ringing through the universe.

This message came from the Universal Dreamer itself and rang through all the levels, calling all beings back into the oneness. Of course the Reptilians and many other races that too had fallen into the inorganic path could not return they were stuck. What to do? If they did not find a way of ascending they would cease to be when the pulse or trigger came from source it would wipe them from existence. So the Reptilians decided to try and stop this process, they knew that it was humanity which would instigate this triggering from the third dimension and if they could stop them they could save themselves. So they created the fall of man and set a barrier of energy around the planet to prevent any higher dimensional beings from coming here and teaching the humans who they really were. This has worked so far, but their time is running out, this is a natural process and nothing can stop it, it can only be delayed. The Universal Dreamer does not wish to see any of its creation wiped from existence and so it has created a task force to address this issue.

You are part of this task force. Your mission is not only to wake up the humans and aid the triggering (as many of your light workers already know); it is also to aid the Reptilians. You were instructed to manifest yourself into many systems, both of the light and the dark. You were told to manifest yourself within the Reptilian system so you could infiltrate it from the inside and aid those
who wished to be saved from extinction. Many of you volunteered. I along with many of you manifest myself within the Reptilian system and then later incarnated into the human world. My mission is to teach my Reptilian self how to love both itself and all others, only through this can they ascend. I did just this, (you can read all about my integration of my Reptilian self in my book "The Mission of the One Star"). My Reptilian aspect is brave indeed as it has chosen to merge with its human self, move into the love vibration which is inherent in my human body, connect to Gaia, the source of such love in form. I feel many of its kind are angry with him and therefore I get attacked from time to time. I do not judge these beings I only love them. They are only operating in ways they know, they know no different and therefore cannot help themselves. Be patient with yourself and your Reptilian aspect as it integrates. Many of you think you are under attack from these beings, this is not true. The being who is attacking you is your Reptilian self and it is only trying to get your attention. It is up to you to take the higher ground and teach this aspect of soul to love and be in the love vibration which is growing on this planet.

How on earth do I do that you may ask? By loving the human ego and through this love it will expand its concept of self, it will learn that it is not a limited human suffering at the hands of an outside source. It will come to know itself as part of the Universal Dreamer, part of the oneness. So when the trigger is felt in the universe and the universe begins its process of completion, your Reptilian self will be able to go with the rest of the universe. For those of you who have read my other work you will know that you are here not only to aid yourself and your soul but you are here to aid the race which you represent. As you heal yourself and your aspects you will also be healing the race which you represent. Some of us represent all races in the universe and are called hybrids; others are only representing one race. Open yourself up to the integration of the various aspects that you represent and aid them all in the transformation of their race, so they too can go to the party of universal completion.

The Universal Dreamer has given all its task force a gift to aid its ascension. This gift is the frequency of truth; many have been to this planet before and tried to teach this way of truth but often their teachings have been distorted. Truth is not a concept, (this is true, and this is not), it is an actual frequency. It is simple to work with this energy. Sit in meditation , ( in fact once you get used to working with this frequency then you can use it in your everyday life) , take your awareness into the body , feel what the body feels like. Scan the body to see if there are any places of discomfort, this is an indication of where you store your negative programming. Take your awareness deeper into these places. Put out a mental request that the energy of your soul comes to you and brings you this tool of truth. Allow it to build in the air all around you and when you feel there is enough energy there, breath it in. Breathe it into all those places which feel uncomfortable. Allow your soul to see and experience the discomfort with you. You may find that emotions, memories, thoughts come up, allow them all. After some time you will notice all of a sudden you will take a big breath, and energy will rush into this place. This rush is the energy of truth. Truth calls all energies, patterns back into alignment with the fractal patterning of the oneness of the Universal Dreamer. This is your healing tool, it will not only clear the issues you have in your human life but if you progress with this process, it will also aid the healing of all the other soul aspects of which you are made up. You will then be clear to integrate your various selves and through the love of source, self and Gaia you will be aiding the universe in its completion. This is your mission!